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ABSTRACT
A signal kanban system is used to order the production of various parts by processes with
lengthy setup times, such as in metal stamping or injection molding. In this paper, we
explore the behavior of signal kanban systems using simulations of systems producing two
part types. Such simple models allows a visualization of the changes in the inventories of
these parts under the signal kanban system. We consider the operation of the common
fixed-batch signal kanban system, and a variation that we refer to as a fixed-fill policy.
These policies are investigated under variations in demand, occasional disruptions in
production, and modifications in policy parameters. Our investigations for this two-part
production model indicate that a fixed-fill signal kanban system is significantly more robust
than the more common fixed-batch kanban system.
INTRODUCTION
The term kanban refers to a class of demand-driven production control techniques which
are commonly used by companies practicing "Just-in-time" or "Lean Manufacturing"
production [1][2]. Kanban is a classic example of a "pull" production technique, because
orders for parts are generated by down-stream processes that are consuming them. One
advantage of a kanban system is its ability to constrain inventory of completed parts, since
additional production is only authorized by the consumption of parts at down-stream
stations.
Our investigation focuses on a type of kanban system referred to as "signal-kanban." In a
signal kanban system, there is only one authorization. Signal kanban systems are used in
manufacturing systems with lengthy setups, where it may not be practical to make small
batches [ 1]. In a signal kanban system, there is a single production authorization per part
type. It is associated with a fixed level of stock which is a reorder point for that part --
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SUMMARY
In this paper, we have considered the behavior of signal kanban systems. Simulations
were canied out for the example of a single machine producing two part types.
The simulations indicate that the common fixed-batch signal kanban system is very
sensitive to minor disruptions in production, choice of batch size, and mismatches of
relative rates of consumption among the different parts produced. Such factors determine
if the system operates in a repeated cycle of inventory levels with a short period that
allows low signal levels (and thus low average inventories), or will operate in a repeated
cycle with a long period, in which the inventory levels periodically spiral down toward a
low-inventory situation. In this long-period behavior, either there will occur parts
shortages, or else the signal levels will have to be set high, resulting in large average
inventory levels.
The fixed-fill policy is a variation of the fixed-batch policy, but shows significantly
improved robustness. The fixed-fill policy self-adjusts to small variations in rates of
consumption, and appears to resynchronize to a short-period cycle following small
disruptions in production. This self-adjustment and resynchronization means the system
does not exhibit the long-term spiraling down of inventory levels seen under the fixed
batch policy. Thus, parts-shortages can be prevented under the fixed-fill policy using
significantly lower signal levels (and thus lower average inventory) compared to the signal
levels required to prevent parts-shortages under a fixed-batch policy.
In this paper, we explored only a single machine with two parts. Assuming two parts
allowed the behavior of the inventories over time to be easily visualized. Future research
will investigate the behavior of the policies when there are more than two parts, and the
behavior of the fixed-fill policy when the amount-to-fill is based on delayed inventory
information.
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